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INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM STATEMENT

SUMMARY

Considering the collective goal of creating a more sustainable society, one obstacle we must overcome is the
heavy use of motor vehicles that are dependent on fossil
fuels. Too many Americans use automobiles as their primary means of transportation, while many of these trips
could be accomplished using a bicycle. To encourage and
facilitate the use of bicycle ridership, a sustainable design
solution is needed that can fill in the transportation gaps,
make biking a more appealing option for covering short
distances and/or getting to work, and remain versatile for
changing communities and needs.

The goal of this thesis project was to explore the gaps in
the current system of biking as transportation in low-density urban or suburban areas, design an initiative that such a
city could implement to increase ridership, and assess the
effectiveness of this design against a sustainability framework. The resulting sustainable design, the Bike Commuter
Program, aims to encourage bike ridership by alleviating
some of the concerns often overlooked by larger biking
initiatives and includes a physical aid, a mobile assistance
application, and a communications campaign to increase
awareness and education of biking, local initiatives, and
bike safety.
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SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE
THE ROLE OF CITIES

CONSIDER THE BIKE

As the World Economic Forum reports, “Urban settings magnify global
threats such as climate change, water and food security and resource
shortages, but also provide a framework for addressing them.”1 The
United Nations puts forth that “the world’s cities occupy just 3 percent
of the Earth’s land but account for 60-80 percent of energy consumption and 75 percent of carbon emissions.”2 Clearly, cities have a unique
opportunity to make a large and positive impact on the sustainability of
our world.

In addition to health and economic benefits, choosing a bicycle as a
means of transportation translates to environmental savings with each
trip not taken by automobile. Of course, like any built product, bicycles
themselves do have negative environmental impacts, specifically surrounding their manufacturing and end-of-life disposal. However, they are
a much better option than using motor vehicles for everyday use and are
often the practical option. Most importantly, biking does not burn fossil
fuels, and it produces nearly zero harmful emissions. The city can see
savings, as well, by increasing investment in bike infrastructure, which is
much less costly than automobile infrastructure.

There is much potential for sustainable growth and redesign in communities at the local level, from social circles to city government. Cities are
uniquely poised to enact policy changes that yield clear and valuable
results, connect more directly with stakeholders (especially its citizens),
and make both short- and long-term positive impacts.

“Motor vehicles produce more than 30 percent of US carbon
dioxide emissions, more than 80 percent of carbon monoxide, and about half of the nation’s nitrogen oxide emissions
each year.”3
CITIES & TRANSPORTATION

While biking is not always a suitable alternative to driving, there are
many ways Americans could be improving our transportation habits.
According to the US Census Bureau, about half of us live within five miles
of our place of work, and we could reduce our total household emissions
by six percent if those five miles were biked rather than taken by car.
Not only are these short trips the ones most easily made by bicycle, they
are also the worst polluters by far due to the engine “warm-up” required
for each trip.3 Additionally, biking enables the user to typically encounter
less route congestion, locate parking more easily than with a car, and
experience a sense of community with other bikers and passersby that is
not nearly as strong or positive as that between automobile drivers.

Transportation is one of the key areas where there is great potential for
cities to reduce their environmental footprint and instill lasting change.
While there is no quick fix to high-density transportation, the World Bank
advises that “a comprehensive approach is required that simultaneously
seeks to:

(i) reduce the demand for total motorized transport activity
through appropriately designed urban places,
(ii) promote the use of ‘low-emission’ transport modes such
as walking, cycling, and public transport, and
(iii) use the most efficient fuel-vehicle technology system
possible for all trips.”4
This project strives to put forth a solution to meet points 1 and 2.
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SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE
EXISTING CITY INITIATIVES
There are many different ways cities can, and do, help their communities
by creating an environment in which biking is an accessible, enjoyable,
and safe alternative to driving automobiles.

INFRASTRUCTURE
From ensuring connectivity of trails and bike lanes to buses that allow
bike carrying, one important way cities can help bikers is by creating
networks and filling in the gaps for routes throughout the area. These
efforts go a long way in promoting biking as a viable and uncomplicated
mode of transportation. Small initiatives that can make big differences
for bikers’ comfortability include bike racks on trains or buses, maintenance stations on highly-trafficked bike trails, and ramps within outdoor
stairways that allow people to walk bikes up and down.
Building protected bike lanes on existing automobile roads is one way
cities can decrease the number of bikers killed or severely injured and
drastically increase ridership, between 21% and 71%, according to
research in seven American cities by the National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO).5 These infrastructure improvements
also form the basis of safety and bikeability upon which many other local
initiatives can be built, including bike share programs.

BIKE EQUITY
As the NACTO research points out, a large group of bike commuters
(49%) earn less than $25,000 annually.6 Bike equity strives to make bicycling safe and accessible for people of all ages in all communities and
can allow for upward social mobility. When put together, connectivity of
transportation, bike share options, and safety-focused infrastructure can
boost a city’s bike and transportation equity, as individuals are provided
more options that are safer, more affordable, and comprehensive.

MESSAGING
An important consideration when implementing any of these practices
is designing a clear and strong communications plan to increase awareness, safety, and program use. Messaging must be shared across all
neighborhoods, cultures, languages, and socio-economic classes in order
for the city to be genuinely attempting to reach bike equity.
GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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BIKE SHARE PROGRAMS
The bike share program is one method cities can use to increase ridership that has been gaining in popularity recently. By installing a fleet
of bikes that are available for rent in many different spots in the area,
the city opens up the option of bicycling to members of the public who
may or may not own their own bicycle or have one available at the time.
Primary users of these systems include individuals desiring transportation
(getting from point A to B), a source of enjoyment, or a form of exercise.
Many cities and metro areas across the United States have developed
bike share programs, most by partnering with non-profit organizations
contracted to operate them. Racks, called stations, are set up along
streets across the city for users to retrieve or return the program bikes.
Costs and options vary from city to city, but the general formula is a user
rents a bike through a kiosk at one of the stations, rides it for a limited
amount of time, and returns the bicycle at any one of the open stations.

All of these initiatives are great ways to:
• Get cars off the road,
• Give more people access to transportation,
• Diversify public transportation options,
• Fill in the gaps between public transportation
options,
• Provide a form of exercise,
• Get people outdoors and experiencing the city
and their community in a new way, and
• Enable a share economy that gives people the
option to not buy their own bicycle.
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SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE
Despite these efforts by cities, it still remains the issue
that people are not choosing the bicycle as their method
of transportation as often as they could.

COMMUTING BY BICYCLE

THE PERKS OF DENSITY

In a study conducted by the US Census Bureau between 2008 and 2012,
over 86 percent of Americans reported they primarily use automobiles
(car, truck, or van) to commute to work, while only 0.6 percent reported
using a bicycle to make the trip. That is a stark contrast, but the same
report also found that bike commuting has increased about 60 percent
over the previous decade and some of our largest cities more than doubled their bike rates in that time, including Portland, Oregon, (1.8 to 6.1
percent) and Minneapolis, Minnesota (1.9 to 4.1 percent).7 These numbers show that many commuters are finding more sustainable alternative
modes of transportation, but it also exposes the reality of our nation’s
addiction to motorized, usually individual, transit.

Unfortunately, there are some trip distances that many people are not
willing to cover on bike. It is not practical for some to bike to work or to
the store, and there may not be a way around it, apart from shortening
the distance. There are factors like financial restrictions, comfort and fitness levels, the purpose of the trip (and if it requires transporting materials or people), and the logistics of making or finding a designated route.

The Census Bureau study also revealed some interesting gaps and differences in the commuting practices of Americans:
• “Men were more likely to bike to work than women were. The rate of
bicycle commuting for men was more than double that of women, 0.8
percent compared with 0.3 percent.
• Those with a graduate or professional degree or higher and those
with less than a high school degree had the highest rates of biking to
work, at 0.9 and 0.7 percent, respectively.
• 1.5 percent of those with an income of $10,000 or less commuted to
work by bicycle, the highest rate of bicycle commuting by any income
category.”8
If cities better understand the needs of bicyclists and what may be preventing some commuters from biking (if it is not because of long distance), there may be ways local initiatives could have a positive impact
on ridership in their communities, reducing the number of cars on the
road and the environmental footprint of the region.
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Biking is not a perfect solution to our cities’ transportation needs, but
this is especially true when those trips are routed outside of high-density
urban areas.
Bikers in high-density urban areas benefit from the fact that there are
many other bikers and commuters in the same small space following
similar routines and requiring similar needs. These bikers typically have a
strong network of trails and bike lanes or boulevards to get them where
they need to go, as well as accessible parking options, shower and
changing facilities, and maintenance assistance — sometimes all in one.
The term "low-density urban area" is defined for this project as an area
that does not include a city center, hosts largely single-family housing
and scattered commercial and and retail development, and fosters great,
but not entire, dependence on automobiles for transportation.
The term "suburb" is defined for this project as a mixed use community
with primarily single-family homes, located on the outskirts of and within
commuting distance of a central city, built around ready access to highways, and with a heavy dependence on automobiles for transportation
and limited access to mass transit.
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SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE
COMMUTING IN THE SUBURBS
Walkability and bikeability are advantages high-density areas like
principal cities have over other city sizes and types. The percentage
of commuters biking and walking rises substantially in the city compared to suburbs and communities outside metropolitan areas.

“Population and infrastructure characteristics that foster
high rates of nonmotorized travel tend to be spatially
concentrated, often contributing to considerable differences in travel patterns across cities and neighborhoods
within the same metropolitan area.
“For example, 4.1 percent of workers in the city of Minneapolis
commuted by bicycle, compared with only 0.9 percent for workers in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI, metropolitan area.”7
While systems like bike share programs work well in areas of high
demand like large or some medium cities, they do not make as
much economical sense in suburban or out-state communities and
do not benefit these commuters. For these areas to experience
higher rates of active transit, cities need to invest in comprehensive
infrastructure, like bike lanes and a network of trails, and innovative
strategies to meet their own unique needs, shaped by citizen behavior, geography, and sustainability goals.
No single situation is the same and there are many reasons why
someone commuting to or from the suburbs may not choose to
bike, but this project attempts to dive into the issue of commuting
by bicycle and propose a solution provided by the city that could
meet the needs of a variety of users.
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LOCATION
TWIN CITIES
This project uses the Minneapolis-St Paul metropolitan area (the Twin Cities) as the main region of consideration when creating solutions
to the stated problem. This is noted to acknowledge that countries, states, and cities are
very different and, culturally or geographically,
may or may not be able to adopt or benefit
from adopting the proposed improvements.
Already, the Twin Cities and the state of Minnesota are great leaders in biking, across the
country and across the world. Thanks to visionary leaders, both in and out of government,
and a strong biking and outdoor recreation
culture, bike ridership and usability in the area
proves to be a model for other regions year after year. Many suburbs in this area have adopted “complete streets” practices that consider
all users — pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers —

Gold Level
Bicycle Friendly
Community
League of
American
Bicyclists10

2015 Most
Bike-Friendly
City in the US
Forbes11

Many things contribute to making this a great
region for biking, including bike advocacy organizations, local biking stores and gear producers, networks of trails in the metropolitan
area and in greater Minnesota, a bike sharing
program (Nice Ride MN) that has expanded
outside of the Twin Cities, bike arts programs,
all-weather biking, and much more. See below
for some of the awards the City of Minneapolis
has received, including the distinction of being
the only American city included in the 2015
Top 20 Copenhagenize Index.

Gear Junkie

Twin Six

Rails to Trails (Midtown Greenway)

BikeMN

TLC Minnesota (ARTCRANK)

TLC Minnesota (ARTCRANK)

MINNEAPOLIS
Top Bike-Friendly
Cities in the US
Bicycling Magazine13

2015 Top 20
Bicycle-Friendly
City in the World
Copenhagenize
Index12

in road design, and in May 2016 Minneapolis
went a step further and defined a hierarchy of
priority: walkers, cyclists and transit riders, then
drivers.9

#1 2010 #2 2012
#3 2014 #6 2016
Peace Coffee
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PROJECT SCOPE & GOALS

PROJECT SCOPE

CONSIDERATIONS

PROFESSIONAL GOALS

This project looks at the opportunities that exist
to educate stakeholders on environmental initiatives and implement sustainability at this local
level, as they relate to bicycling and the goal of
reducing automobile use. By doing so, it may
act as a resource that can help cities to purposefully and thoughtfully take steps to increase
awareness, rethink their current methods, and
create alternative sustainable policies and programs.

This project centers on increasing bicycle usage
in place of automobiles for the purpose of travel, thereby lowering the environmental impact of
transportation and the strain on fossil fuels, and
a method cities can use to increase ridership in
their communities. While biking is an excellent
form of exercise and enjoyment, these two types
of use are not the focus of this project; although
they certainly benefit from these proposed improvements in bicycling infrastructure.

This thesis project will showcase a model of the
design solution and its accompanying visual
aids, highlighting the author’s effective demonstration of sustainable design practices and skills
in information design and visual storytelling.

The producer and audience of this project are
the suburban or low-density urban area and the
recreational biker considering using biking as
transportation, respectively.
The big picture outcomes of this project would
be helping to curb climate change and leave a
more positive footprint on the earth. The smaller
impact would be focused on helping city governments make sustainable changes that will
increase action and awareness of biking in the
community and help residents and the community as a whole adopt more sustainable behavior
and culture.
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PROJECT EXECUTION

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
By exploring the needs of bike commuters, cities, and
businesses, this project aims to propose a solution that
would meet these needs, educate these stakeholders and
the public on biking as an alternative mode of transportation, and lead to an increase in active transit and corresponding decrease in motorized transit. The project will
produce a design for the solution, an associated mobile
application, and communications materials to promote
and assist the piece (e.g., explanatory displays and signage, circulations).
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PROJECT EXECUTION

PROPOSED PROCESS

CURRENT CONSIDERATIONS

IDENTIFY >> Interview commuters, business owners, and City Hall
employees to understand the needs of all stakeholders

It is easy to understand why many Americans may conclude that it
is often simpler, logistically, to utilize an automobile for a trip rather
than a bicycle. The next page illustrates many of the personal questions and issues a user must consider before deciding to choose a
bicycle for the mode of transportation. Some of these may not apply
to all potential riders, but it is clear that there are many factors that
must be addressed whenever individuals currently explore the possibility of using a bike to meet their needs.

BRAINSTORM >> Using sustainable design practices learned in
the MASD program, explore ways to approach the problem and
meet the needs with the goal of increasing bicycle ridership
DESIGN >> Develop a detailed design for the solution and the
application; create visual representations of the models
COMMUNICATE >> Create corresponding communicative aids for
the design to assist the public in using and understanding the problem and solution

TRIP
LOGISTICS
WEATHER

COMFORT
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IDENTIFY: STAKEHOLDERS
“...Why cities should be involved in
aggressively positioning themselves
to have a strong bike culture:

“Biking is a really critical part of
Minneapolis’ identity and our brand
nationally and internationally.”

Former Mayor (2002-2014)
City of Minneapolis, MN15

Ethan Fawley
Executive Director
Minneapolis Bicycle Coalition14

A LLE N GE S

Funding
difficulties &
public resistance
to a suburb
rework of roads
& bike lanes

Freedom to my kids means not
being dependent on a car.”

INSIDE INPUT

Few
communications
from City Hall
about bike safety
Bike
& sharing the routes often
road
viewed as "nice

RB

SUBU

A

H
NC

Freedom to my parents
meant having a car.

R.T. Rybak

Before proposing solutions or design fixes, it is necessary to
better understand the needs of cities and commuters (both
current bike and current non-bike travelers). Here is a collection of input, information, details, and opinions from various
stakeholders across the Twin Cities.

to have" & roads
as essential,
which influences
spending & land
use planning

Sherry Butcher Wickstrom

“Living and working in the suburbs,
biking my commute would take too
long, but if there were a convenient
bus or light rail line, I could bike and
bridge the gap with public transit.”

Linnea Graffunder-Bartels
Senior Community
Development Specialist
City of Oakdale, MN
GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT

“If we don’t put work into the
smaller pieces, the larger vision
of a bikeable city falls apart.”
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City Council Member
City of Eden Prairie, MN

Lukas Carlson
Car commuter living in St Louis Park,
MN, and working in Chaska, MN
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IDENTIFY: SOLUTION AREAS
Given existing tools and user needs that remain
unresolved, this project explores solutions striving
to alleviate concerns the bike commuter has that
fall under trip logistics, comfort, and storage.
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SUSTAINABILITY FRAMEWORK
DESIGN AS THE SOLUTION

EXISTING MODELS

In his book Design is the Problem, Nathan Shedroff puts forth a
systems approach to design that offers realistic views of our current
design methods and pragmatic solutions that help guide the designer through considerations and principles that will lead to more
sustainable systems and products.

As described on page 5, there are many ways cities are already
working on increasing bike ridership in their communities. Initiatives
small and large make a big difference in making it easier for many
bikers to get to their desired destination, arrive safely, and have a
reliable place to park and store their bikes. However, there are still
gaps in the system and many local travelers who are not choosing to
ride a bicycle. This next page explores some existing models, both
related to biking and not, that feature some design or user experience elements that could be used as inspiration for this project’s final design. From bike repair stations to public health implements to
portable pop-up entities, these are excellent sources of inspiration
for a design solution that can be adopted by a local government
and applied as a network across the town.

Shedroff breaks down his ideas into the four R’s of sustainability: Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, and Restore. Within each category are design
approaches that can help make one or more elements of the solution sustainable while considering the entire system.

^
&

REDUCE

Design for Use
Dematerialization
Substitution
Localization
Transmaterialization
Informationalization

RECYCLE

Design for Disassembly
Close the Loop
Design for Effectiveness

RESTORE

>

Design for Systems16

REUSE

Design for Durability
Design for Reuse

These approaches will be explored within the design for this project,
and the final outcome will indicate which methods were utilized.
Shedroff’s principles were selected due to their ability to apply to a
wide variety of design cases, from physical products to high-level
systems, and focuses on reexamining the way we’ve always done
things by redesigning from the beginning with sustainability in mind.
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Bus front bike racks (e.g., Metro
Transit in Minneapolis-St. Paul)
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BRAINSTORM: CONCEPT INSPIRATION

Public toilet stations (e.g., Sanisette in France)

Portable handwashing
station

Trail bike repair station (e.g., “Fixation Station” in
Rothschild, Wisconsin)

Portable, modular pods (e.g., tiny homes, pop-up kiosks)
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Bike share stations (e.g., Nice Ride
Minnesota)

Train bike racks (e.g., Metro LRT
in Minneapolis-St. Paul)

Bike ramps on stairways (e.g.,
underground parking at train
station in Haarlem, NL)
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APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK
Based on what is needed and what exists,
the following are various ways this project’s
design could meet the principles laid out in
Shedroff’s Design is the Problem.

REDUCE

^

DESIGN FOR USE

The city should understand the bike
commuter and utilize a design that
meets the biker’s needs while fitting
into — not overly complicating — the
current process, allowing for feedback
and changes, and functioning well for
both advanced and novice bikers.

DEMATERIALIZATION

Whatever design is ultimately selected
should minimize the amount of materials used, utilize low-energy materials
and production methods that produce
less waste and draw on renewable
energy sources, construct a take-back
service run by the city to ensure proper
reuse or recycling, operate with little
or no energy, and utilize distributed
service centers if applicable.

SUBSTITUTION

Materials used should ideally be reused
or recycled, instead of virgin, as well
as local, sustainably produced, utilize
systems already in place (e.g., using an
existing material, product, or service).

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT

LOCALIZATION

This design shall, as much as possible,
purchase from or contract local manufacturers for materials and production
that use local, sustainable materials
and methods. Local businesses will also
be called upon for any service-based
features, like bike repair.

TRANSMATERIALIZATION

Going beyond the product, this design
could include a membership-based
mobile app for bike commuters, which
allows bikers to summon a local bike
mechanic to their location — either to
fix on the spot (en route) or while the
biker is at work.

INFORMATIONALIZATION

This mobile app could also share information on how to perform quick fixes
to bike issues the commuter faces,
instead of calling on a mechanic. This
could be text- or video-based instructions and would be simple and easy to
follow for the majority of users.
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& REUSE

DESIGN FOR DURABILITY

One way this design can be made durable is by creating a modular system
of parts that can be easily repaired or
replaced while allowing the rest of the
unit to operate effectively. It should
also be produced using quality materials that can withstand use on a bike or
by a daily commuter.

DESIGN FOR REUSE

Deliberate reusability can be achieved
by ensuring the design can be reused
in the future (past its normal use life).
In this case, it could be a bag that can
be used for non-bike purposes, an app
that can be repurposed to work with
other types of commuters, or a piece
of equipment that can be cleaned and
resold or donated.

RESTORE
DESIGN FOR SYSTEMS

While this design may be a way to get
some commuters to choose biking,
every city must review the entire system of their transportation, citizens,
travelers, and cultural issues. A greater
and more lasting impact can be made
by partnering this with other initiatives
to curb automobile use, travel shorter
distances, travel together, or rethink
current public transit methods.

RECYCLE
DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY

Design elements should be easily separated so they may be properly reused,
recycled, or repurposed. This means
minimal number of parts and fasteners,
no bonded different materials, modular
components that are standardized for
repair or replacement, etc.

CLOSE THE LOOP

The city shall ensure a take-back program for any physical elements that
are used by the biker. This will involve
logistical organization, awareness campaigns so users know how and where
to return their items, and plans for
reuse/redistribution or recycling.

DESIGN FOR EFFECTIVENESS

With the goal of going beyond trying
to “be less bad” and actually improving the world, this design will go
further than just materials and focus
on building or enabling a system that
enhances and strengthens the environment and society. By rethinking the
current transportation system, communicating and educating the public
on options like biking, being willing to
innovate, incorporating feedback and
exterior signals, and remaining adaptable, this design and the city can leave
a positive impact on the community.
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BRAINSTORM: PROPOSALS
BIKE COMMUTER PROPOSALS
There may be a way to assist those individuals biking to work or around
town in areas that do not experience the level of bike-related needs that
can be found in high-traffic spots. By creating a design that alleviates
worries about comfort and safety for the rider, more individuals may
be willing to forgo the four-door and ride the two wheels. This project
proposes a solution that would meet the needs of suburban or rural bike
commuters who lack the benefits high-density biking brings to its users.
The next few pages lay out two solutions that were explored, as well as
the mobile application and communications campaign to accompany
such a program.

CITY-OWNED MOBILE BIKE COMMUTER STATION

BIKE COMMUTER SURVIVAL KIT

Placed around the city, these modular stations would provide special
assistance to bikers, specifically commuters. While the city can identify
needs and strategically locate stations in green spaces, parks, or commercial centers around town, they may also rent their stations out to local
employers, office parks, and event sites that desire to meet the requests
of their biking employees, tenants, or attendees.

The bike commuter survival kit would be a modular pack issued by the
city for free (or sold at a low price) that easily fits onto the bike of a bike
commuter, specifically in suburban or low-density urban areas. The pack
would include two independent parts: the emergency maintenance kit
and the personal hygiene kit.

•

•
•

Modular station with different pods that can be mixed and matched
to meet the needs of the location and bikers:
• Parking pod: Secure, closed, vertical parking slots for bicycles
• Changing pod: Room with space for changing clothes
• Service pod: Repair kit available for free & vending feature
Sustainably produced and maintained/operated
Available to be rented out by the city to office parks (e.g., suburban
offices that do not have the benefit of downtown density bike perks)
or events (e.g., outdoor music festivals or arts fairs that require a temporary increase in bike parking)

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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•
•

Incorporated into a saddlebag, which is attached to rear tire rack and
takes weight off of rider’s back and shoulders
Kits are easily removable and can act as solo kits for other trips (e.g.,
when biking for pleasure or traveling not by bike)
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DESIGN EXPLORATION
BIKE COMMUTER STATION

Service Pod

Service kit available for free to bikers that would
meet most on-the-road bike repair needs; vending feature offers for purchase certain small items
a biker may need on the go (e.g., bike lights, pant
straps, bike lock)

Sustainable Features

Sustainably produced and maintained/
operated (e.g., solar panels on roof to
power the kiosk, high-efficiency lights)

Changing Pod
Room with space for changing
clothes after arrival, vertical
hook (like the train bike rack)
to hang bike in the pod with
the biker while changing, and
amenities to assist the user
(e.g., compostable wipe dispenser and disposal, mirror);
small ramp at foot of door
allows for easy rolling of bike
into the pod with the user

Parking Pod
Secure, closed, vertical parking slots
for bicycles; doors on each side of
unit (wide enough to account for
handlebars); useful when bike racks
are unavailable or there is a concern
of bike theft

One existing entity that is similar to this portable
station is the membership-based storefront bike
commuter station located in high density areas
that provides secure indoor bike parking, changing
areas, lockers, self- or professional-assisted bike repairs, and more. One such company is Bikestation,
which has sites in California and Washington, DC.17
While this works very well for commuters connecting with public transportation or those traveling to
a downtown area, this type of station would not be
feasible in an area of low traffic with fewer bikers
and less people overall.
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PROS
• Provides a private changing area, tools,
and amenities for bikers
• Provides storage at a destination that
may not have adequate bike storage
options
• Creates a source of income for the city
(renting)
• Portable and modular, so only the necessary parts will be used
• Increases visibility of bicycling, perhaps
contributing to a shift of more bikers
CONS
• Large units that require space
• Requires resources in place by the city
to manage these units
• Requires great amount of materials and
a custom build
• May not be incentive enough, if commuters are content using restrooms and
existing personal practices
• Existing models, like Bikestation, are
working on smaller stand-alone storage
units like this
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DESIGN EXPLORATION
BIKE COMMUTER SURVIVAL KIT
Emergency
Maintenance Kit
•
•
•
•

Chain tool
Multiple Allen
wrench sizes
Wrenches (spoke,
open, and torx)
Screwdrivers
(Phillips and flat)

Personal
Hygiene Kit

Multi-tool

Comb-brush combo

Set of tire irons

1

Spare tube

2

Mini pump with
small tire gauge

Mirror (foldable)
Wipes (compostable)
Bags: Pack-down sack for
change of clothes & small bag to
keep shoes clean and separate

Likely the best situation for this kit would be as
part of a pannier on the rear tire bike rack, as it
removes weight from the biker’s back and secures
gear. The two kits would fit comfortably together
within the accompanying pannier, which also comes
with attachable straps to become a backpack for
off-bike travels. One example of the pannier is this
model from Minneapolis-based Banjo Brothers.
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PROS
• Fits into the existing system (as its own
bag to be carried or as parts that can fit
into a bag already used)
• Parts or all can be used outside of the
biking system, allowing for easy disassembly and reuse
• The kit being free or cheap may be an
incentive to those who like a deal and
have considered biking
• Existing materials and products can be
used for the kits, reducing additional
impact and cost
• Apart from a take-back program, the
design is relatively hands-off once the
kits are distributed
CONS
• Instead of a handful of units that remain owned by the city, this would be
many (hundreds, if not more) kits that
are given out
• May not be enough to get some people to bike
• May not meet all of the needs of a potential bike commuter
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DESIGN EXPLORATION
BIKER MOBILE APPLICATION

App is membership-based, allowing users
to create a profile, map your route, share
your rides (or weekly miles) on social media, and log your miles for each route (to be
reported weekly and monthly). The app will
show the user how many greenhouse gas
emissions were avoided by the biked miles.

Allows the user to call for assistance either en route (ASAP) or to be serviced
while at work (Same-Day). By requesting
service with the app, a bike mechanic
from the nearest participating bike shop
will be alerted, given details about the
location and issue, and will arrive to fix
the problem either as soon as possible or
prior to the user’s commute home.

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT

MY PROFILE

LOGO

Logo for the city’s biking initiative, helping to put a cohesive and recognizable
visual brand identity to the city’s efforts.

TRAIL ASSISTANCE
ASAP
Same-Day
TIPS
FAQ
Quick Fixes
How-To Videos
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Section for learning how to perform repairs and proper maintenance; includes
a page of frequently asked questions
regarding biking in general and specifically in the area, quick fixes page explaining how to fix common problems,
and (likely links to) videos showing how
to fix issues and perform maintenance.
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DESIGN EXPLORATION
COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN COMPONENTS

LOGO

One part of the communications campaign
would be physical materials distributed in the
city educating the public about biking: mailers
sent out to residents in the area, leaflets available
for pick-up in community buildings, and posters
put up in community buildings.

BIKING 101

Classes free and open to the public will
be provided by the city regularly to educate potential and current bikers about
proper bike maintenance, road safety, city
initiatives, etc.

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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The campaign would include a logo for
the city’s biking initiative, which will help
create a cohesive and recognizable visual
brand identity to the city’s efforts, increasing awareness.

www.

A webpage on the city’s website will
provide a central, accessible location for
residents to visit and find resources related to biking, road safety, route maps, and
city-specific initiatives.
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PROJECT OUTCOME

PROJECT OUTCOME OVERVIEW
After exploring these options, it was determined that the option
with the greatest potential for effectiveness, practicality, and sustainability is the bike commuter package of the Bike Commuter
Survival Kit, Bike Commuter Mobile App, and the accompanying
communications campaign. Together, they create a program a
city could develop that truly takes a holistic, systems view of the
issue of alternative transportation methods. Whether the user
is learning about biking in their city or already on the trail, the
Bike Commuter Program is a comprehensive city initiative that
considers needs and concerns of bikers at all levels. To enable
the functionality of some of this initiative's parts and to foster
affordability for the city, a partnership will likely be required with
manufacturers of biking gear, bike organizations, and local bike
shops and mechanics.

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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BIKE COMMUTER SURVIVAL KIT
DESIGN CONCEPT
The survival kit design was selected over the commuter station for
various reasons, including consideration of the pros and cons listed
on pages 19 and 20. While the commuter station provides a private
changing area, bike storage, visibility, and a source of income for the
city, it also requires a great amount of resources and custom production by the city to manufacture and maintain the units. From a sustainability standpoint, it is difficult to determine the lowest impact
between the station and kit without laying out the exact materials
and performing a life cycle analysis, but it can be argued that the
survival kit is likely the better option.
The Bike Commuter Survival Kit is a small and modular set of primarily existing materials and products, reducing the need to create
new systems of production and utilizing existing production systems
that draw upon sustainable energy, materials, and methods. It is
also a decentralized approach to the problem as distributed kits, in
addition to the dissemination of information and a service-based
network of bike mechanics with the accompanying mobile app's trail
assistance feature. While the city does not remain the owner of the
kits, the incorporated take-back program, if publicized enough, has
the potential to reuse and repurpose many of the different parts,
extending their use phase, or recycle materials that can be remade
into new products. Another aspect of this kit should be the consideration of the user's needs -- when a resident requests a kit, they
should be provided with the list of items included and have the opportunity to remove any items they do not desire or any they already
own and are willing to provide for their own kit. This reduces waste
and allows the city to distribute only items that are needed.
By partnering with local and sustainably-focused manufacturers of
bike products and businesses selling bike gear, the city may be able
to sell the kits at a low price; however, each city's situation is different, and this may not be a realistic option for every city government.
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The city's primary responsibilities to execute this initiative are to:
•
•
•

Organize the development of the kits (acquire partners, purchase desired products and materials, assemble the kits),
Set up their distribution or sale (outline a clear system of payment and pick-up or delivery), and
Install a take-back program (put a system in place to collect the
used parts or whole kits and reuse them into new kits or send
them on to an appropriate party to repurpose or recycle).

Apart from the take-back program, the kit is relatively hands-off
once it is distributed, as it is maintained by the user.

SURVIVAL KIT OVERVIEW
The Bike Commuter Survival Kit is a set of two modular packs provided by the city, for free or at a reduced price, that easily fits into
a biker's backpack or bag and meets many of the needs of the bike
commuter, specifically in a suburban or low-density urban area. The
Kit includes two independent parts, which may be used together
or separately: the emergency maintenance pack and the personal hygiene pack. The packs are easily portable, with a sturdy grab
handle, and may also act as solo kits for other types of travel (e.g.,
biking for pleasure or traveling not by bike).
Note: The products and materials detailed here are used simply as
examples and should not be taken as conclusive endorsements nor
as the only options available.

EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

PERSONAL
HYGIENE
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BIKE COMMUTER SURVIVAL KIT
Shown here are example models of the items that could be included in the emergency maintenance and personal hygiene packs of the Bike Commuter Survival Kit. Total weight for the kit is
about 3.3 pounds (2.2 pounds for the emergency maintenance pack and 1.1 pounds for the personal hygiene pack, without shoes or a change of clothes).

EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

MANUAL

Small how-to
manual for repairs

Set of tire levers

Multi-tool

PERSONAL
HYGIENE
Mini tire pump & gauge

BIKE BAG
The city can also partner with a local manufacturer or shop and sell,
perhaps at a reduced price, a bike bag for carrying the Bike Commuter Survival Kit. This extra facet to the program may help encourage more bikers to take advantage of this initiative by providing a
more complete set of equipment that is also easily accessible and
perhaps more affordable than if the biker found all of this gear on
his/her own.
Likely the most comfortable option for this kit would be as part of
a pannier on the rear tire bike rack, as it removes weight from the
biker’s back and secures gear. The two bags of the kit would fit well
together within this pannier, which also comes with straps to become a backpack for off-bike travels, giving the bag more use and
adaptability than just during biking. One example of the pannier is
this convertible model from Minneapolis-based Banjo Brothers. The
bag weighs 3 pounds and includes parts that are fully replaceable
and sold by the company.

Spare tire tube

The convertible waterproof pannier bag from Minneapolis-based
Banjo Brothers, shown in its two modes: as pannier (on rear bike
rack) on the left, and as backpack on the right.
2 Travel stuff sacks
(clothing & shoes)

Facial wipes (biodegradable, organic
ingredients)

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT

Foldable mirror

Comb, with cloth
carrying pouch
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COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN
CAMPAIGN COMPONENTS
As laid out on page 22, the communications campaign accompanying
the Survival Kit would involve distributed materials, an online resource
website, monthly biking classes, and a logo to create a cohesive brand
behind the city's initiative. Not only would these elements help current
bikers learn more about biking in their area, but it would also increase
awareness of biking as an alternative mode of transportation to those
commuters and travelers who simply see automobiles as the default.
In addition to the logo created by the city for their initiative, it would
be clear the distributed materials, website, and mobile application (described on page 28) are part of the same campaign by their similar style,
messaging, and resources. As such, this project has created examples for
a logo and brochure, in addition to the mobile application, to indicate
the overall look of and information within the communications campaign.
The mockups in this project have been created for a fictional initiative,
called Bike Eden Prairie, by the City of Eden Prairie, Minnesota, a midsized second-ring suburb of Minneapolis.

The campaign covers the following primary elements, ensuring that
residents and visitors in the city understand what resources and opportunities are available:

LEARN
It is important that the audience of this campaign does not miss out
on the foundational elements of the city's messaging: the website and
in-person classes. These are the building blocks upon which potential (or
occasional) bikers can learn more about bike safety, routes, maintenance,
and more, before moving on to the tools the city is providing.

GEAR UP
This section illustrates the city's Bike Commuter Survival Kit program,
provides information on utilizing and maintaining the kit, and directs the
audience to a distribution/sale location to obtain one of their own.

GET ON THE TRAIL
Once the user is ready to get on their bike and ride, this final component
of messaging promotes the city's new Bike Commuter mobile application, which can be downloaded on any iOS or Android smartphone, and
helps bikers on and off the trail.

BIKE
EDEN PRAIRIE
Example logo created for this
mockup.

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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While the primary messages of the campaign would remain the same
across the distributed materials, each piece of communications would
target a slightly different audience, depending on the medium and
distribution strategy. Each piece would consider the audience's level of
engagement with biking and would focus on their needs and knowledge
level in order to effectively meet them where they are and speak to them
as unique users. The goal with each communications piece is to take the
viewer a couple steps forward in the engagement process toward using
bicycling as a mode of transportation.
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Inside panels

DISTRIBUTED MATERIAL: BROCHURE
Following the messaging elements listed on the previous page, this brochure mockup has been created informing residents and visitors in Eden
Prairie, Minnesota, of the city's new biking initiative, Bike Eden Prairie.
See the appendix for full design. This brochure could be available for
pick-up at community buildings across the area, handed out at events,
distributed to workplaces in the city, and/or mailed to residents. Other
distributed materials that could be created include flyers, postcard mailers, and posters to be hung in schools, workplaces, community buildings,
and local businesses.
The goal with these distributed materials is to create something that
holds the viewer's attention, explains briefly why the City has developed
this initiative, communicates clearly and succinctly the program components, indicates resources for further exploration and assistance, and
provides understandable and accurate information on the subject matter.
In this case, the brochure's audience is the group of local residents and
visitors who are recreational bikers and have considered but are concerned about biking for transportation. Thus, the piece does not go into
depth on the benefits of biking and the negative impact of automobile
use but rather focuses on the design the City has put into place that
makes biking a more appealing and feasible option.

Check out the City’s new biking
website for all the resources you
need to make your bike trips safe
and fun! Map your route with
our trail and street guide, find
a local shop for repairs or gear,
refresh your memory and get tips
for sharing the road safely with
others, hear about upcoming bike
events, and more.

Read before you ride!

www.
BikeEdenPrairie
.org
The City of Eden Prairie will be
offering free monthly classes at the
Community Center for those who
want to learn about biking or brush
up on their skills. Taught by a local
bike technician, these classes will
focus on topics like bike maintenance,
quick repairs, road and trail safety,
and more. Bring your bike, learn from
the pros, and then take a ride around
Round Lake!

BIKING 101

WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

Inside flap

The City of Eden Prairie has
partnered with local bike shops
and manufacturers to create a Bike
Commuter Survival Kit, available for
purchase at a low cost for residents.
The Bike Commuter Survival Kit is comprised of
two bags: Emergency Maintenance and Personal
Hygiene packs. These can be used for bike
commuting, biking for pleasure, traveling, etc. The
City is also selling a pannier bike bag for carrying
the Bike Commuter Survival Kit.

WHY BIKE?
Burn zero fossil fuels
and produce nearly zero
harmful emissions

Encounter
less route
congestion

GET ON THE TRAIL
Once you have your gear and are
ready to hit the open road, don’t
forget to download the free Bike
Eden Prairie mobile app to make
the most out of your trips!

MY PROFILE

Multi-tool

Comb/brush

Set of tire irons

Mirror (foldable)

Spare tube

Face wipes
(compostable)

Mini pump with
small tire gauge
Small how-to
manual for repairs

2 Bags: Pack-down
sack for change
of clothes & small
bag for shoes

WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

Back cover

Avoid short car trips, which
are the worst polluters due
to engine “warm-up”

Mockup of a brochure as if created by the City of Eden Prairie, Minnesota, to inform its residents and visitors of the new biking initiative, Bike
Eden Prairie. See full design in Appendix.

GEAR UP

PERSONAL
HYGIENE

LEARN

EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

COMMUNICATIONS CAMPAIGN

THE MISSION OF BIKE
EDEN PRAIRIE IS TO
PROMOTE THE USE OF
BICYCLING AS A LOWEMISSION TRANSPORTATION
ALTERNATIVE TO MOTORIZED
VEHICLES.
The City of Eden Prairie understands
the role cities play in reducing our
community’s carbon footprint to
help curb global climate change.
By implementing more sustainable
practices at the local level, like
increasing bike ridership, we can
reduce our demand for motorized
transportation activity, build a
healthier and stronger community,
and help conserve our environment.

BIKE

TIPS
FAQ
Quick Fixes
How-To Videos
Regional Info

EDEN PRAIRIE

?

+

!

TRAIL
ASSISTANCE
ASAP
Same-Day

ADD MILES

The mobile app allows you to
• Create a profile to track your mileage and see
how many greenhouse gas emissions your
biking has avoided,
• Access how-to videos and instructions to help
you on the trail when you need a quick repair,
• Learn helpful tips about best bike routes in
Eden Prairie and the surrounding area, and
• Notify Trail Assistance to help you, whether
its en route (ASAP) or while you’re at work
(Same-Day).
WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

Front cover

BIKE
EDEN PRAIRIE

LEARN MORE
www.BikeEdenPrairie.org

RIDE WITH US
Experience a sense
of community with
other bikers &
passersby
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@BikeEP

Thank You to Our Partners!
BANJO BROTHERS
BICYCLE ALLIANCE OF MN
ERIK’S BIKE SHOP
FREEWHEEL BIKE

AN INITIATIVE BY THE CITY
OF EDEN PRAIRIE

To Increase Bike
Ridership in Our
Community
WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG
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MOBILE APPLICATION
BIKE COMMUTER MOBILE APP
The Bike Commuter Mobile App assists bikers on and off the trail. Whether it's
keeping track of mileage, figuring out how to realign a wheel, or requesting assistance from a local bike mechanic, this app has the biker covered every turn of
the wheel. Likely, the City would provide this app for free download on an iOS or
Android device. However, charging a small download or in-app membership flat
fee (less than $5.00) would be appropriate and would likely not deter many bike
commuters, as long as the value of the app is widely publicized and understood
by the community.

MY PROFILE

BIKE

With a simple design, this mobile app contains the following capabilities:

PROFILE/TRACK MILES
The app is membership-based, allowing users to create a profile for free, map
your route, share your rides (or weekly miles) on social media, and log your miles
for each route (to be reported weekly and monthly). The app will also show the
user how many greenhouse gas emissions were avoided by biking those miles
instead of using an average motor vehicle.

TIPS
This section of the app is for learning how to perform repairs and proper maintenance and includes pages for frequently asked questions (FAQ) regarding biking
in general, quick fixes explaining how to repair common problems, videos (likely
links, rather than videos produced by the City) of repair and maintenance demonstrations, and regional information sharing area-specific routes and helpful tips.
Additionally, the tips would go both ways: this feature also allows the user to
send suggestions back to the City on ways to improve the app itself, local bike
routes, road conditions, gaps or flaws in the bike system, etc. This creates a feedback loop that can help the City learn from the bikers themselves about what is
working and what areas are problematic and adapt to the best practices.

TIPS
FAQ
Quick Fixes
How-To Videos
Regional Info

EDEN PRAIRIE

?

+

!

TRAIL
ASSISTANCE
ASAP
Same-Day

ADD MILES

Example mockup of the app as if
created for Eden Prairie, Minnesota.

TRAIL ASSISTANCE
With this functionality, users can call for assistance either en route (ASAP) or to
be serviced while the user is at work or a designated location for a long period of
time (Same-Day). By requesting service through the app, a bike mechanic from
the nearest participating bike shop will be alerted, provided details about the
user's location and issue, and will arrive to fix the problem either as soon as possible or prior to the user's commute home.
GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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MOBILE APPLICATION
TRAIL ASSISTANCE FEATURE

BIKE

!

BIKE

EDEN PRAIRIE

EDEN PRAIRIE

ASSISTANCE: SAME-DAY

ASSISTANCE: ASAP

ENTER ADDRESS:
STREET ADDRESS

LOCATION:

CITY

USE GPS
ENTER ADDRESS

LOCATION NOTES, IF ANY

FIX BY TIME:

DESCRIBE THE PROBLEM:

BIKE

ZIP

:

PM

DESCRIBE THE PROBLEM:

EDEN PRAIRIE

SUBMIT

TRAIL ASSISTANCE

ASAP
SAME-DAY

>
>

NEXT STEPS:

NEXT STEPS:

•

•

•
BACK

•
•

Mockup of the app pages under the
Trail Assistance functionality and details
of the system's actions once the feature
has been enabled by the user/biker.
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SUBMIT

App identifies nearest bike shop/mechanic for
the job per the GPS-enabled location or address
entered.
App alerts the identified bike shop/mechanic and
provides the location and problem information.
Bike mechanic calls or texts the user saying he/she
is on the way (using the phone number in the user's
profile).
Bike mechanic is dispatched to the user's location
ASAP with the appropriate tools to fix the problem
described (as well as a set of default tools to fix any
other problem that is diagnosed on the spot).

•
•

•

•
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App identifies nearest bike shop/mechanic for the
job per the address entered.
App alerts the identified bike shop/mechanic and
provides the location, time restraint, and problem
information.
Bike mechanic calls the user to specify estimated
time of arrival and to coordinate how they will meet
at the location (using the phone number in the
user's profile).
Bike mechanic is dispatched to the user's location
with the appropriate tools to fix the problem
described (as well as a set of default tools to fix any
other problem that is diagnosed on the spot).
Bike mechanic repairs the bike by the time
designated by the user.
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SOLUTION FUNCTIONALITY

POTENTIAL IMPACT

IMPLEMENTATION

While it is difficult to predict the rate of usage and ridership without performing a deep analysis of the city or region, national studies have shown
that bike ridership increases when cities invest in bike infrastructure. According to NACTO's seven-city study from their 2016 Equity Practitioners'
Paper, bike ridership increased between 21% and 171% when protected
bike lanes were added in these U.S. cities. Additionally, their research
shows "60% of the total population are 'interested but concerned' about
biking [and] of those, 80% would be willing to ride on streets with a separated or protected bike lane." Clearly, there is interest in America to bike
more and a large part of our population may be persuaded to do so if their
cities invested in more bike infrastructure, educated bikers and drivers on
road safety, and publicized local programs and alternative options.

Before implementing a biking initiative like this commuter program, the city
would need to examine its own transportation patterns, bikeability, population, and culture and analyze first where there are issues hampering the
use of alternative transportation methods like biking. Each city, region, and
state are different and come with their own set of challenges to transportation. Some areas might widely adopt a bike share program quickly or take
well to bike lanes, while others will not. Some have natural, regional obstacles like inclement weather or hilly terrain. The first step is to evaluate the
community's current conditions, trends, and difficulties related to alternative transportation methods and identify what issues need to be resolved
or eased in order to reduce automobile use.

Although it is not a protected bike lane or a bike share program, this project's initiative may be what it takes to get some of that 60% of the population out of the car and onto a bike. The Bike Commuter Program strives to
ease many of the concerns this hesitant user has, from bike safety awareness to cleanliness to bicycle maintenance to route mapping.

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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SOLUTION FUNCTIONALITY
This Bike Commuter Program aims to
alleviate concerns the bike commuter
has that primarily fall under trip logistics,
comfort, and maintenance.
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APPLYING THE FRAMEWORK
Looking back at the principles laid out in Shedroff’s
Design is the Problem, this page lays out specifically
how they would be met by this project's design.

REDUCE

^

DESIGN FOR USE

The elements of this initiative, especially
the survival kit and mobile app, fit seamlessly into the current biking system and
can be utilized by both advanced and
novice bikers, as well as bike commuters and leisure bikers. The kit, app, and
communications are also adaptable and
open to feedback.

DEMATERIALIZATION

The survival kit is able to fit into bags
already owned by the biker and will not
include unnecessary packaging or materials. The city shall prioritize using products and materials created by companies
that utilize low-energy, low-waste methods that draw on renewable energy. The
city's take-back service also ensures that
tools and materials from the kit can be
reused, repurposed, or returned to and
recycled by the manufacturer.

SUBSTITUTION

The city shall prioritize using materials in
the kit and its products that have been
reused or recycled, not virgin. It is also
important to use local, sustainably produced materials and products that have
systems already in place (limiting the
amount of custom production).
GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT

LOCALIZATION

Development of the kit shall draw upon
local manufacturers and businesses that
use sustainable materials and methods
for materials and products. Local bike
shops will participate in the trail assistance service with the mobile app.

TRANSMATERIALIZATION

This initiative goes beyond the product
and includes a service-based approach
to the problem by including the trail
assistance feature in the mobile app,
allowing bikers to request a local bike
mechanic to their location for a repair.

INFORMATIONALIZATION

The user of this program gets information about bike safety, routes, repairs,
and maintenance through the small
manual included in the survival kit and
the resources made available with the
mobile app, as well as certain messaging
from the city's communications campaign. This allows for easy dissemination
of information in a decentralized way
that is also with the user when they likely
need it the most, on the trail.
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REUSE

DESIGN FOR DURABILITY

The survival kit allows for easy replacement and repairs of parts due its modular nature. One part can be broken or out
of service without affecting the rest of
the kit. The kit is also made of materials
that can withstand daily or frequent use
by the biker (tough materials, cases for
tools, etc.).

DESIGN FOR REUSE

When a commuter no longer desires or
requires the use of the kit, the parts in
the kit can easily be reused in a new kit
for the program or sold externally for
reuse. The optional pannier bag sold by
the city can also be worn as a backpack
off the bike or resold to another biker.
The app could also be repurposed or
expanded to function as a community-specific helpful guide to alternative
transportation methods, like bus or train
maps and schedules or carpools.

RESTORE
DESIGN FOR SYSTEMS

This program fits in well to the existing
biking system and allows for even further growth as the city examines its own
transportation culture and problems. This
should not be seen as an end solution
but rather one step toward less automobile use and an initiative that can be
partnered with others to overhaul the
way the city's residents travel.

RECYCLE
DESIGN FOR DISASSEMBLY

The kit parts are easily separated from
each other, and it will be important that
the city chooses or produces parts that
are within themselves easily separated so
they may be properly reused, recycled,
or repurposed. This means a minimal
number of components and fasteners,
no bonded different materials, modular
components that are standardized for
repair or replacement, etc.

CLOSE THE LOOP

The program's take-back feature for the
survival kit requires logistical organization, awareness campaigns so users
know how and where to return their
items, and plans for appropriate reuse/
distribution or recycling in the area.

DESIGN FOR EFFECTIVENESS

This program is one way that we can
rethink our current commuting and transportation methods while enabling a solution that fits seamlessly into biking and
working to educate the public on alternatives currently available and how they
can utilize these methods. By remaining
adaptable, incorporating feedback and
exterior signals, and constantly looking
for ways to innovate further, the city and
its bike commuter initiative can leave a
positive impact on the community.
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CONCLUSION
PROJECT CONCLUSION

NEXT STEPS

The problem statement for this project challenged a sustainable design
solution "that can fill in the transportation gaps, make biking a more appealing option for covering short distances and/or getting to work, and
remain versatile for changing communities and needs." The Bike Commuter Program created here strives to meet all of those requests but ultimately succeeds or fails by the level of persuasion and adoption by the city's
residents.

While it is recommended that all three parts of the bike commuter initiative
(survival kit, mobile app, and communications campaign) be implemented together, it may be that the kit or app is not a viable option for a city,
whether it is due to financials, resources, or appeal. However, it is strongly
recommended that either solution is also accompanied by the communications campaign, as messaging and awareness are crucial to educating the
public on the harmful impact of automobile transportation, on biking as
a valuable alternative, and on ways to utilize the city's resources and program(s).

By tapping into the comfort and skill level concerns of potential or current
bikers, this design equips the biker with essential gear, empowers the biker
to fix repairs on their own or with help from a professional, and provides
resources and information for best practices, regional details, maintenance
and repair instructions, bike safety, and more. This design takes a systems
approach to the situation and attempts to meet some of needs that are
often overlooked by larger biking initiatives, while fitting into the current
structure of biking and not complicating it further. In doing so, it does not
deter from biking those who would be overwhelmed by initiatives that
create extra tasks or planning. A smooth integration into an existing framework is crucial to creating an initiative that appeals to those on the fence,
and a simple program, complete with messaging aimed to meet the needs
and knowledge of differing audiences, helps all users understand the goals
and workings of the policy.
Looking ahead and considering the political climate of the United States,
especially, it is clear that we cannot rely on progressive action and leadership from the federal government when it comes to sustainability and
combating climate change. We must look to cities and states to understand
the challenges we are facing, analyze our current systems for gaps and areas of improvement, and implement sustainability initiatives at the ground
level. It is important to remember that seemingly smaller initiatives like the
Bike Commuter Program help build and maintain the wider aspiration of a
bikeable city and a city working to leave a positive impact on the community and our environment.

GRADUATE SUSTAINABILITY THESIS PROJECT
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For the kit and app to work to their highest degree and for them to be
affordable, the city will likely need to partner with manufacturers of biking
gear, bike organizations, and local bike shops and mechanics. They have
the products, expertise, and services that will help build a strong and effective program. Additionally, it is recommended that the city look for funding
grants from organizations and foundations who would support this type of
local initiative to increase bike ridership and promote community growth,
environmentalism, alternative transportation, and healthy living and exercise. The following are some national and statewide grant sources that may
be interested in funding this type of work:
•
•
•
•
•

Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit Administration,
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Program
The League of American Bicyclists, Women Bike Grants
People for Bikes, Community Grants
Statewide Health Improvement Program (MN Dept. of Health)
US Department of Transportation (state allocated)
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APPENDICES

APPENDICES
The following appendices have been included:
Appendix A: Brochure Mockup
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APPENDIX A

BROCHURE MOCKUP
The following two pages are the full design mockup for the brochure
created as an example of a distributed communications campaign
piece for the City of Eden Prairie, Minnesota. The first page is the
outside of the brochure, with the front and back covers and inside
flap, and the second page is the inside spread of the brochure.
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WHY BIKE?
Burn zero fossil fuels
and produce nearly zero
harmful emissions

Avoid short car trips, which
are the worst polluters due
to engine “warm-up”

Encounter
less route
congestion

THE MISSION OF BIKE
EDEN PRAIRIE IS TO
PROMOTE THE USE OF
BICYCLING AS A LOWEMISSION TRANSPORTATION
ALTERNATIVE TO MOTORIZED
VEHICLES.
The City of Eden Prairie understands
the role cities play in reducing our
community’s carbon footprint to
help curb global climate change.
By implementing more sustainable
practices at the local level, like
increasing bike ridership, we can
reduce our demand for motorized
transportation activity, build a
healthier and stronger community,
and help conserve our environment.

BIKE
EDEN PRAIRIE

LEARN MORE
www.BikeEdenPrairie.org

RIDE WITH US
Experience a sense
of community with
other bikers &
passersby

@BikeEP

Thank You to Our Partners!
BANJO BROTHERS
BICYCLE ALLIANCE OF MN
ERIK’S BIKE SHOP
FREEWHEEL BIKE

AN INITIATIVE BY THE CITY
OF EDEN PRAIRIE

To Increase Bike
Ridership in Our
Community
WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

Read before you ride!

www.
BikeEdenPrairie
.org
The City of Eden Prairie will be
offering free monthly classes at the
Community Center for those who
want to learn about biking or brush
up on their skills. Taught by a local
bike technician, these classes will
focus on topics like bike maintenance,
quick repairs, road and trail safety,
and more. Bring your bike, learn from
the pros, and then take a ride around
Round Lake!

BIKING 101

WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

The City of Eden Prairie has
partnered with local bike shops
and manufacturers to create a Bike
Commuter Survival Kit, available for
purchase at a low cost for residents.
The Bike Commuter Survival Kit is comprised of
two bags: Emergency Maintenance and Personal
Hygiene packs. These can be used for bike
commuting, biking for pleasure, traveling, etc. The
City is also selling a pannier bike bag for carrying
the Bike Commuter Survival Kit.

GET ON THE TRAIL
Once you have your gear and are
ready to hit the open road, don’t
forget to download the free Bike
Eden Prairie mobile app to make
the most out of your trips!

MY PROFILE

Multi-tool

Comb/brush

Set of tire irons

Mirror (foldable)

Spare tube

Face wipes
(compostable)

Mini pump with
small tire gauge
Small how-to
manual for repairs

2 Bags: Pack-down
sack for change
of clothes & small
bag for shoes

PERSONAL
HYGIENE

Check out the City’s new biking
website for all the resources you
need to make your bike trips safe
and fun! Map your route with
our trail and street guide, find
a local shop for repairs or gear,
refresh your memory and get tips
for sharing the road safely with
others, hear about upcoming bike
events, and more.

GEAR UP

EMERGENCY
MAINTENANCE

LEARN

WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

BIKE

TIPS
FAQ
Quick Fixes
How-To Videos
Regional Info

EDEN PRAIRIE

?

+

!

TRAIL
ASSISTANCE
ASAP
Same-Day

ADD MILES

The mobile app allows you to
• Create a profile to track your mileage and see
how many greenhouse gas emissions your
biking has avoided,
• Access how-to videos and instructions to help
you on the trail when you need a quick repair,
• Learn helpful tips about best bike routes in
Eden Prairie and the surrounding area, and
• Notify Trail Assistance to help you, whether
its en route (ASAP) or while you’re at work
(Same-Day).
WWW.BIKEEDENPRAIRIE.ORG

